Faculty Meeting
10 May 1971
00;00 Bob Bernard opens meeting
00:10 Richard Alexander - announcement - performance presented by ? selling tickets
01:20 Don Humphrey - announcement - public lecture postponed
02:00 Bob Barnard - introduces Bill Aldridge presentation
02:20 Bill Aldridge - presentation of honorary Doctorate of Fuzzy mindedness to Willie Unsoeld.
05:12 Bob Barnard introduces Dave Barry who introduces Richard Piers - Western representative from the American Association of University Professors.
06:04 Richard Piers on Faculty evaluation and re-appointment .
16:50 Lack of tenure system concern
27:30 Dismissal for Cause description
30:30 Grievance Procedure 
33:00 ends presentation
33:35 Richard Alexander question - case study/ example
34:38 Piers responds with example of public statements made that brings into question someone's competence. Includes description of Professor Arthur Jensen and colleagues call for summary dismissal.
38:40 Extramural utterances and Academic Freedom.
40:11 Academic Institution's stand on issues not appropriate - anti-academic freedom.
40:55 Richard Alexander makes explanation for ways at TESC and brings up a case at Southern Illinois University where a faculty was dismissed for writing a letter to the student newspaper.
48:00 continued discussion between Piers and Alexander on academic freedom cases resolved and not resolved by the AAUP 
48:05 Mervyn Cadwallader - getting back to TESC - if TESC system works 
50:45 Piers responds - loyalty pledges, and other other institutions political tests defeating academic freedom. Corrupting the classroom. Imposing ideas and personal views on students.
55:52 Cadwallader/Piers continue discussion (example: faculty opinion on the Vietnam War).
57:05 
57:15 Dave Hitchens - describing President McCann's vision for non-tenured institution - providing some protection.
58:55 Piers - Overlooking conformity - continuing discussion on tenure
1:06:00 Faculty tenure system fault being from administration not from concept
1:10:20  New question from ?  Academic personnel procedure discussion.  Talks about review\
1:12:32 Bob Sluss  question
1:13:08 Cadwallader followed by Piers, Sluss, Piers, and Cadwallader
1:16:25 Charles McCann
1:16:40 Piers - probation, encouraging faculty to leave since they are not fitting the institution.
1:18:40 Piers - best practices relating to appraisal process.
1:19:40 Piers - Deans responsibility and student counseling.
1:20:20 Cadwallader - on re-write of TESC document.
1:20:50 Piers response to 3 year reappointment.
1:21
1:22:10 Bob Sluss question - institutional 
1:22:30 Piers - faculty competency
1:48:50 Piers statement in support of bureaucracy
1:49:00 Fred Young
1:49:40 Piers response - entrenchment
1:53:55 Humane treatment of individual faculty and staff
1:54:40 Appraisal for improving performance weekly, appraisal for formal purposes every 3 years.
1:56:03 Piers - expectancy document
2:10:00 Barnard - what the best use of remaining time. - Making arrangements for future consulting and exchange of documents.
2:12:00 Student housing - married couples not permitted in housing.  Faculty want the proposal queried
2:13:13 Dave Barry? - reports on issue.
2:16:15 Beryl Crowe - providing documentary movie for faculty to watch.
2:17:50 Dave Barry? comment on review of movie in San Francisco Chronical
2:18:48 meeting breaks up
2:19:10 Different meeting - Minority student support.
2:20:00 David Hitchens - 
2:28:00 Moderator - Rudy Martin? steps out of role - speaks to doing student recruiting.
2:29:29 Larry  Eickstadt? Programs relevant and interesting to minority student - Fred Young brought up the problem.
2:33:44 minority tutoring help (Rudy Martin?)
3:34:30 Beryl Crowe - about Black friend.
2:35:50 Jim? on tutoring
2:41:00 Dave Hitchens followed by either Bob Barnard or Bill Aldridge perhaps
2:42:10 Will Humphreys - McCann to talk to Chairman of the Board. - Teaching intern program
2:44:33 Will Humphreys - 
2:47:29 Rudy Martin - followed by response by Will Humphreys
2:49:00 Sid White? - Contract studies and limited resources - commitment to law, journalism subjects - the art of teaching program.
3:01 tape ends  



